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Because of the focus of introductory physics courses on improving students’ problem-solving and
reasoning skills, researchers in physics education have been developing and refining theoretical frame-
works for how students reason through physics problems. Recently, researchers have begun to apply dual-
process theories of reasoning (DPToR), from cognitive science and psychology, to support mechanistic
predictions of student reasoning in physics. In this article, we employ a novel methodology involving
reasoning chain construction tasks in order to test DPToR-based predictions for two physics questions in
which salient distracting features have been found to cue incorrect first-available mental models. In a
reasoning chain construction task, students respond to a physics question by drawing from a list of
reasoning elements (all of which are true) in order to assemble a chain of reasoning that leads to a
conclusion. Two sets of experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that students would be unlikely
to abandon an incorrect first-available model unless they were provided with information that called into
question the satisfactoriness of that model. We found that providing increased access to information
relevant to the correct line of reasoning did not produce large differences in student answering patterns.
However, providing increased access to information refuting the first-available model did produce large
differences in student answering patterns, but only among those students who demonstrated that they
possessed the relevant mindware (i.e., conceptual understanding). Our findings are consistent with DPToR
and further illustrate the applicability of such reasoning frameworks in the context of physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many students take introductory physics courses in
service of other majors in a variety of different science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics fields. It is often
expected that these students will take the knowledge gained
and, perhaps more importantly, the reasoning skills
acquired in the course and employ them in their respective

fields of study. Research-based instructional materials and
approaches have been demonstrated to increase student
conceptual understanding of core physics concepts [1,2],
but little of this work has expressly explored the process of
reasoning itself. Additionally, even after instruction using
research-based approaches, it remains difficult to increase
student performance on certain qualitative physics ques-
tions [3,4]. More detailed research into these questions has
led physics education researchers to believe that processes
generic to all human reasoning—that is, not necessarily
associated with physics content—may be impacting the
way students answer these questions [3–5]. As a result,
many researchers have increasingly begun to investigate the
cognitive mechanisms that influence human reasoning and
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how they affect student reasoning on qualitative physics
questions [6–9].

Dual-process theories of reasoning (DPToR) have played
a key role in a renewed effort to understand the mechanisms
behind student reasoning. These theories arise from find-
ings in cognitive science, social psychology, and the
psychology of reasoning. Popularized by Kahneman
[10], DPToR model human reasoning via two types of
processing: (1) an unconscious, fast, and associative
process; and (2) a conscious, effortful, and typically slower
process. These theories tend to be mechanistic in nature; as
such, they provide a framework that can easily be pre-
scriptive and provide a basis for progress in developing
successful instructional interventions.
While dual-process theories are useful for understanding

domain-general cognitive mechanisms and their impact on
student use of conceptual knowledge on a given physics
problem, new research methodologies that can disentangle
student reasoning skills from conceptual understanding are
also needed. Our collaboration has sought to develop and
refine such methodologies, and this paper presents one of
these novel methodologies, which centers around the
reasoning chain construction task. This methodology
has been useful in studying explicit process 2 reasoning,
especially the formation and structure of student’s quali-
tative inferential reasoning chains.
Several research questions related to dual-process the-

ories emerged from our ongoing work on reasoning chain
construction tasks, which extends beyond the investigations
described in this manuscript. Can reasoning chain con-
struction tasks be used in order to explore the extent to
which dual-process theories of reasoning successfully
predict patterns in student reasoning and answer choices
on certain physics questions? In particular, can reasoning
chain construction tasks be used to examine aspects of
these dual-process frameworks that have been previously
untested in the context of physics?
Accordingly, in this paper, we draw upon dual-process

theories to make predictions for student behavior on
chaining tasks, including chaining tasks that contain
modest interventions based on these theories. The findings
from our work provide additional support for the reasoning
mechanisms put forward by many dual-process theories
and have implications for the development of instructional
materials.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

When a student answers a qualitative physics question
incorrectly, it is often assumed that the student did not
possess a robust understanding of the physics involved. It is
also commonly presumed that the student reasoned from an
incorrect or incomplete conception of the relevant physics.
There are differing perspectives as to the structure of these
conceptions. One perspective is that physics (mis)concep-
tions, once learned, are stable and robust and that the same

(mis)conception would be applied in every instance in
which they are needed [11,12], much like a car, once
manufactured, is used whenever one perceives that a car is
needed. Another perspective [13–15] holds that physics
conceptions are built from fragmentary knowledge and
resources assembled at the time the task is being performed,
much like a toy car assembled from toy construction bricks;
as such, each conception is inherently unstable and can
emerge as a slightly different structure based on the in-the
moment perception of the demands of a task. The former
perspective is generally referred to as the “misconceptions”
framework, while the latter is referred to as the “resources”
framework. A third, alternate way of modeling student
reasoning is to investigate student “difficulties”; in this
perspective, the emphasis is not on the cognitive structure
of the knowledge or its stability, but rather on the
identifying characteristics of that knowledge and the
frequency of its occurrence among a population of students
[16–18], or, to continue the analogy, the percentage of
students who use a specific type of car to solve a given
problem.
One challenge within the resources framework was

accounting for the mechanisms and processes by which
models are first generated, subsequently evaluated, and
then endorsed or rejected—in other words, a predictive
description of why certain resources were chosen (or
activated) and others were not [19]. Mechanisms such as
epistemological framing [14], for example, were introduced
into the resources discourse to account for the activation of
specific resources in some contexts, but a growing body of
research is beginning to leverage frameworks of reasoning
and decision making from cognitive science to assemble a
more detailed accounting of these mechanisms (see, for
example, Ref. [20]). Much of this research utilizes dual-
process theories of reasoning [21,22,10], which posit two
types of reasoning processes in the mind. One is automatic,
subconscious (intuitive), and generally fast; the other is
effortful, reflective, and generally comparatively slower.
These two processes are referred to as process 1 and
process 2, respectively.1 Process 1 is responsible for giving
a first impression response that process 2 then follows up
on (if necessary) using explicit reasoning. From a dual-
process theory perspective, Heckler argued in 2011 that
some incorrect responses could be explained without
reference to an incorrect physics conception; instead, the
response pattern could solely be attributed to lower-level
cognitive factors used by process 1 to determine an answer,
which may later be justified by process 2 using higher-level

1There has been an evolution of terms in the literature regarding
dual-process theories. In some cases, the terms “system 1” and
“system 2” are used, as in Ref. [10]; wishing to not implicate
specific biological or neurological systems in dual-process
theory, the terminology now preferred by Evans and Stanovich
[22] is “type 1 processes” and “type 2 processes.” This paper
primarily uses “process x” to refer to “type x processes.”
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conceptions if specifically requested [5]. Extending the
earlier analogy, students may not perceive the need to use a
car at all—why use a car when walking is sufficient? As
such, the origin of an incorrect response may be rooted in
the lower-level cognitive factors and not in the conceptions
themselves.
Heckler’s argument brings into focus the need for

research regarding the reasoning processes that might be
impacting how students think about and answer qualitative
physics questions—not only do mechanisms for model
selection need to be outlined, but more specifically, the
interplay between these lower-level factors and the higher-
level mental constructs needs to be understood in greater
detail. Along these lines, recent research has investigated
several factors that affect this interplay, namely the role of
processing time in questions where there are two competing
dimensions (such as the slope and the height of a point on a
graph) [6], the impact of perception-based bias in deter-
mining the center of mass [20], how the relative cognitive
accessibility of certain ideas can influence student’s per-
formance on a wide range of tasks [7], and how the
cognitive skill of mediating an intuitive, process 1 response
via analytical thinking (i.e., cognitive reflection) impacts
student performance on the Force Concept Inventory [9].

The presence of a salient distracting feature (SDF)
[19,5,4,23,24] is another of these factors—one which
has special relevance to the current investigation. Salient
distracting features are features of a task that draw
immediate attention away from other task features, are
processed easily, and cue incorrect lines of reasoning. The
salience of a feature can be operationalized by using eye
tracking techniques to determine where attention is being
placed. For questions in which high-salience information is
irrelevant and low-salience information is relevant, it can be
expected that the competition between these relevant and
irrelevant features will lead to most students generating an
incorrect default model based on the high salience of the
irrelevant feature. Thus, the presence of a salient distracting
feature represents a predictive factor that can provide
insight into student answering patterns.

Heckler demonstrated the impact of salient distracting
features on physics questions by providing students with a
plot of two position vs time graphs representing the motion
of two cars, shown in Fig. 1 [5]. In each question, students
were asked to find the time when the cars had the same
speed. In one question, shown in Fig. 1(a), the two graphs
were parallel lines; 90% of students chose the correct
answer (“At all times”). In the other question, shown in
Fig. 1(b), the two graphs intersected at time B while the
slopes of the graphs were the same at a time A; 60% of
students answered time A (correct), and 40% answered
time B. (This difficulty with intersection points on graphs is
also reported in other studies [25,26,19,5,27,28].) Notably
Heckler argued that students often utilize physics concepts
in defense of an incorrect time B answer cued by the
salience of the intersection point [5], which highlights the
interplay between low-level factors and higher-level rea-
soning structures.
To better understand the interplay between lower-level

cognitive factors (such as SDFs) and high-level knowledge,
there is a need for methodologies that separate, to the
degree possible, student reasoning skills from conceptual
understanding. A method for doing this, which involves
paired questions, has been reported on previously [3,4].
The paired-question methodology uses a screening ques-
tion that requires the student to generate a specific line of
reasoning followed by a target question that effectively
requires the same line of reasoning in a slightly different
context. This approach then allows one to study responses
from those students who answer the screening question
correctly but opt for other, perhaps more salient, lines of
reasoning on the target question; such students have
demonstrated the ability to correctly draw upon relevant
concepts in the correct line of reasoning at least once, and
so their pursuit of other lines of reasoning on the target
question is likely not primarily due to difficulties in
conceptual understanding. This methodology is similar
to “Elby pairs” [29,30], which are pairs of questions
designed to elicit intuitive answers in conflict with each
other; however, the task for students in Elby pairs is to
resolve the conflict between their intuition and formal
physics knowledge with the aim of refining intuition.
The paired question methodology was used to study a

static friction task in which students are expected to reason
with Newton’s 2nd law to determine the magnitude of a
friction forceon a box that remains at rest [4]. In the screening
question [see Fig. 2(a)], a single box is shown and students
are told that the box remains at rest when an applied force of
30 N is acting on the box. Students are asked to compare the
magnitude of the friction force to the magnitude of the
applied force. The correct line of reasoning is that the box
remains at rest and, byNewton’s 2nd law, the net force on the
box must be zero and therefore the magnitudes of the two
forces must be equal to each other. Approximately 83% of
students answered the screening question correctly [4]. In the

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Diagrams given to students as part of a study reported in
Ref. [5]. The graph shown in (b) was used in the kinematics graph
task (Experiments 1A and 1B) for the current work. (In the
original work, the diagrams were black and white.).
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target question, students are asked to compare the forces of
friction on two separate, identical boxes at rest on different
surfaces while identical applied forces are exerted on both
boxes [see Fig. 2(b)]. In the diagram, the coefficient of static
friction for each box-surface pair is shown next to each box.
From Newton’s 2nd law and the observation that both boxes
remain at rest, the correct conclusion is that the friction force
on boxA is equal to the friction force on boxB. The inclusion
of the two different coefficients, however, appears to elicit a
common but incorrect comparison that the friction force on
box A is less than the friction force on box B because the
coefficient for box A is less than the coefficient for box B.
Approximately 45%of students answered the target question
in this particular incorrect manner, while about 65%
answered correctly [4].
Of those students who answered the screening question

according to the correct line of reasoning, more than 20%
used the common incorrect line of reasoning on the target
question [4]. This result was interpreted as a failure to
engage the analytic process 2 in a productive manner.
Instead, students appeared to rely on process 1 first
impressions cued by the salience of the coefficients.
Despite the fact that these students demonstrated the ability
to step through a correct line of reasoning on the screening
question, they abruptly abandoned that line of reasoning on
the target question. (This interpretation was further sup-
ported by an excerpt from an interview transcript high-
lighting the sudden shift in reasoning approaches between
the two parts.) The overall study provided further evidence
that low-level cognitive influences can have an impact on
the use of higher-level mental structures, but it was unclear
as to how exactly this impact could be mitigated.
Low-level factors such as the salience of a specific

feature can be domain general in that they impact answer-
ing patterns in predictable ways across context. For
instance, the general effects of relative cognitive acces-
sibility [7], another low-level factor related to salience,
were demonstrated in the contexts of forces or friction,
simple harmonic motion, kinematics, potential energy, and

mass density. These low-level, domain-general influences
represent mechanisms from which predictions about stu-
dent answering patterns can be made; as such, under-
standing their impact on reasoning can provide guidance
and leverage for improving student performance and
reasoning skills overall. Some early efforts have been
made to draw upon these mechanisms in order to improve
student performance (see, for example, Ref. [8]), and the
closely related investigations described in this article
represent another attempt to leverage the ongoing research
on cognitive mechanisms to improve student performance.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This work utilizes dual-process theories of reasoning as a
theoretical framework. These theories propose two separate
processes in the mind by which reasoning and decision
making occur. Process 1 is primarily at play in decisions
that rely on automated responses such as how to manipulate
a steering wheel to keep a car in the center of a lane or
judging someone’s emotions from a glance at that person’s
face. Process 1 guides much of adult decision-making
throughout the course of a day because it is optimized to
reduce cognitive load and free up working memory for
more important tasks (i.e., humans tend to be cognitive
misers). When there is a reason to expend effort, process 2
comes into play recruiting working memory to run simu-
lations, test hypotheses, or execute an algorithm. This
process is helpful with problems such as long division or
deducing a result from first principles.
Among the general theories of reasoning that fall under

the umbrella of dual-process theories, we have found the
heuristic-analytic theory [21] to be particularly helpful in
analyzing student responses to our physics tasks. The
heuristic-analytic theory of reasoning, shown diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 3, describes three main mechanisms (formu-
lated as principles) by which mental models are generated,
evaluated, selected, and/or abandoned. These principles are
the relevance principle, the singularity principle, and the
satisficing principle [21].

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Diagrams given to students for (a) the screening question and (b) the target question of the two-box friction task.
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In the heuristic-analytic theory, process 1, the heuristic
process, is responsible for generating a mental model to
serve as an entry point into any reasoning path. In this
context, a mental model is a mental representation of the
structure or relationships between given entities. According
to the singularity principle, only one mental model is
considered at a time. The relevance principle states that this
first-available model (or default model) is chosen based on
the perceived relevance of the model to the current task—
which in turn is informed by task features (e.g., contextual
cues), epistemological frames, and prior knowledge.
Another key aspect of the default model is that it is

accompanied by a value judgment about how plausible the
model is, referred to as a feeling of rightness [31]. This is a
measure of how confident a reasoner is that the model is
appropriate for the task at hand. If the feeling of rightness is
strong, a reasoner may proceed to make a judgment directly
from the default model; if the feeling of rightness is
sufficiently weak, process 2, the analytic process, is
engaged. Some individuals have a general disposition
toward reflective thinking [32] or cognitive reflection
[33] (i.e., they have a tendency to mediate process 1 output
by reasoning more analytically), and therefore develop a
habit of mind to engage process 2 in order to scrutinize the
default model when there is a sense of cognitive strain [10].
The engagement of the analytic process is referred to as

an analytic intervention. According to the satisficing
principle, process 2 is primarily concerned with ascertain-
ing whether or not the default model is satisfactory for the
task at hand. Because process 2 must decide whether or not
to endorse the default model, it is necessarily influenced by
the feeling of rightness in the default model, and reasoning
biases such as confirmation bias [34] can also enter into a
reasoner’s thinking and decision making. Explicit process 2
reasoning relies onmindware, a term coined by Perkins and

further extended by Stanovich to refer to the collection of
“rules, knowledge, procedures, and strategies that a person
can retrieve from memory in order to aid decision making
and problem solving.” [35]. In accordance with the singu-
larity principle, alternate models will be explored only if
the default model is found to be unsatisfactory by the
analytic process, at which point the flow chart depicted in
Fig. 3 is repeated.
This theory has implications for student behavior when

responding to a qualitative inferential reasoning task in
physics (by which we mean a problem which requires
students to step through a series of inferences using physics
concepts to arrive at a final conclusion). Since reasoning
occurs using one model at a time (the singularity principle)
and the process by which a model can be identified as
unsatisfactory has to be activated (e.g., by a decreased
feeling of rightness in the initial model), incorrect physics
models cannot be abandoned in the moment without
sufficient evidence. However, while the intervention of
the analytic process is necessary, it is not sufficient for
abandoning an incorrect default model; a student must also
possess relevant mindware for solving the problem cor-
rectly. Even if the default model is not accompanied by a
strong feeling of rightness, it will still be used to make
judgments in the absence of the mindware necessary to
generate a satisfactory correct model. As a result, a
productive analytic intervention requires both that the
analytic intervention be triggered in a meaningful way
and that the student possesses the relevant mindware to rule
out the default model and make progress with a correct
model.
Thus, the theoretical framework described above leads

us to the following working hypothesis:

An analytic intervention that results in abandoning an
incorrect default model is more likely to occur if and
only if (1) students are presented with information that
refutes the default model as opposed to information that
promotes a correct model, and also (2) students possess
the mindware necessary for replacing the default model
with a correct model.

Because process 2 works to refute the default model
before alternate models are considered, information that
supports alternate models (e.g., a correct model) is likely to
either lie unexamined or be used in association with the
default model, even if that information is inconsistent with
the default model. Thus, a corollary to the working
hypothesis of the paper is the following:

For students with an incorrect default model, informa-
tion in support of a correct model is likely to be
incorporated into reasoning that supports the default
model instead of promoting the abandonment of the
default model.

FIG. 3. Diagram showing the separate roles of the heuristic
(type 1) and analytic (type 2) processes, taken from Ref. [21].
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Together, this working hypothesis and corollary provide
the theoretical basis for the experiments described in this
article.
In our investigation, we used reasoning chain construc-

tion tasks as a venue in which to explore the extent to which
dual-process theories of reasoning (as articulated in the
working hypothesis and corollary) can successfully predict
student reasoning and answering patterns on certain phys-
ics questions. In particular, our investigation focused on the
following research questions, which guided our method-
ology and experimental design:

RQ1. How, if at all, does providing students with correct
statements in support of a correct model impact
student answering patterns on a physics question
containing one or more salient distracting features?

RQ2. How, if at all, does providing students with a
statement that refutes an incorrect default model
impact student answering patterns on a physics ques-
tion containing one or more salient distracting
features?

RQ3. To what extent is the impact of providing students
with a statement that refutes an incorrect default model
mediated by the presence of relevant mindware?

From our working hypothesis, we predicted that provid-
ing students with correct statements would not impact
student answering patterns (RQ1). We expected, however,
that providing a statement that refutes an incorrect default
model would impact student answering patterns generally
(RQ2), and furthermore that this impact would be limited to
those who demonstrate relevant mindware (RQ3).

IV. METHODOLOGY AND
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this section, we present a new methodology that helps
disentangle reasoning approaches from conceptual under-
standing and foregrounds domain-general reasoning phe-
nomena. We then describe two experiments that highlight
the affordances of this methodology in probing the extent to
which dual-process theories of reasoning can explain
student reasoning in physics.

A. A new methodology: The reasoning chain
construction task

The methodology we developed and employed centers
around a reasoning chain construction task, or simply a
chaining task, which allows students to focus on arranging
statements of conceptual knowledge and observations
about the physical context into a logical progression of
inferences. To accomplish this, we (i) provide the student
with a list of reasoning elements; (ii) indicate that all of the
statements within these elements are true and correct; and
(iii) ask the student to construct a solution to a physics
problem by selecting elements from the list, ordering them,
and, as needed, incorporating provided connecting words

(“and,” “so,” “because,” and “but”). The reasoning ele-
ments primarily consist of observations about the problem
setup, statements of physical principles, and qualitative
comparisons of quantities relevant to the problem, all of
which are true. Everything the student needs to produce a
complete chain of reasoning is present in the elements; the
student’s task is then to pick from given conceptual pieces
and assemble a reasoning chain. For this investigation, we
focused on tasks requiring only a few steps.
Reasoning chain construction tasks have primarily been

implemented online using the Qualtrics survey platform
[36], using the “Pick/Group/Rank” question format. This
online format is illustrated in the context of a graph task and
is shown in Fig. 4. Reasoning elements from the “Items”
column, connecting words, and final conclusions can all be
dragged and dropped into the “Reasoning Space” box; the
box increases in size vertically as elements are added.
These tasks were administered on special participation-

based homework assignments and exam reviews for stu-
dents enrolled in an introductory calculus-based physics
sequence, along with other questions relevant to the course
but not directly related to the content targeted by the
research task. These assignments counted for participation
credit or extra credit (i.e., students received full credit
regardless of the correctness of their responses), and
differed from the standard online homework assigned in
the course. Participation rates for these assignments typ-
ically ranged from approximately 45% of students enrolled
to above 95%, with an average participation rate of about
70% across the experiments. Given that these special
ungraded assignments were for participation credit and
typically intended for individual exam review and prepa-
ration, we suspect that student collaboration was relatively
uncommon. (For this reason, we did not explore the
potential impact of even a small amount of student
collaboration on this study’s tasks.) In all cases, the tasks
were administered at a research university in New England
after relevant lecture, laboratory, and small-group recitation
instruction (i.e., after lecture, lab, recitation instruction as
well as homework questions on the topic, but before exam
coverage of the topic). Research-based materials from
Tutorials in Introductory Physics [37] were used in the
recitation sections.
The reasoning elements provided to the students were

informed by previously obtained student responses to open-
ended, free-response versions of a given task. Some
elements were productive to the correct line of reasoning,
and some were not. Among the unproductive elements
were those which, while true, were useful primarily in
constructing the common incorrect line of reasoning. In
addition, the extent to which students’ final responses
contained unproductive elements not associated with the
common incorrect line of reasoning helped us gauge the
likelihood that students were not taking the task seriously
and rather were simply inserting elements at random. In
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practice, such responses were very rare typically account-
ing for less than 2% of total responses on a given task.
Three blank elements labeled “Custom:” were provided,
with instructions that students could use the text box
attached to the custom element to create their own
reasoning element(s) if students felt they wanted to add
something absent from the given reasoning elements.
In the next sections, we briefly describe each experiment

in order to provide an overarching view of the experimental

design used in this investigation. Details as well as results
are discussed in Secs. V and VI.

B. Experiment 1A and 1B: Examining the impact of
statements that support a correct model

Experiments 1A and 1B were designed to test the
hypothesis that the inclusion of information that supports
a correct model is not enough to help students disengage
from an incorrect default model. In testing this hypothesis,

FIG. 4. Example of how a chaining task appears to students online via the Qualtrics platform. Note that the diagram, shown in Fig 1(b),
and the question prompt from the kinematics graph task were also provided to students.
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both experiments directly addressed RQ1 (impact of state-
ments supporting a correct model on student answering
patterns). These experiments also tested the corollary that if
a default model is not abandoned, the information would
instead be used to justify that model—even if that infor-
mation appears to an expert to be inconsistent with the
default model.
For experiment 1A, we cast the kinematics graph task

(KGT) from Ref. [5] [see Fig. 1(b)] as a reasoning chain
construction task. We also developed two screening ques-
tions that were meant to gauge whether a student possessed
the relevant mindware required to determine the magnitude
of an object’s velocity from a position vs time graph. These
two screening questions are shown in Fig. 5.
In our experiments, students were randomly placed via

Qualtrics in either a treatment or control condition. In the
treatment condition, students were given the chaining task
version of the kinematics graph task; in the control
condition, students were given the kinematics graph task
in a more standard multiple-choice format followed by a
prompt to explain the reasoning they used to arrive at an
answer. All students were given the screening questions in a
multiple choice with explanation format (a question format
commonly used in their physics courses). Since we wanted
to ensure that the act of completing the screening questions
would not impact student performance on the kinematics
graph task (e.g., by priming student thinking), the screening
questions were placed after the kinematics graph task and
separated from it by several questions on unrelated topics.
Experiment 1B tested the domain-general nature of the

salient distracting feature and was meant to further examine
the hypothesis that information that promotes a correct
model would not readily cause students to abandon the
default model. In experiment 1B, three tasks isomorphic to
the kinematics graph task were devised in the contexts of
mechanical potential energy, electric potential, and mag-
netic flux (similar to the isomorphs in Ref. [6]). Each task
used the same plot with identical intersecting graphs, and
the wording in the plots was kept as parallel as possible

while reflecting the new contexts. Additionally, the rea-
soning elements provided on the kinematics graph task
were altered slightly to reflect the new context but were
otherwise parallel and isomorphic in structure to those on
the kinematics task. The problem statements and reasoning
elements for these three tasks are provided in the Appendix.
Isomorphic screening questions were similarly constructed.
The design for experiment 1B was the same as that for

experiment 1A: students were randomly placed in a treat-
ment condition (chaining task) or a control condition
(multiple choice with explanation). In each case, the
screening questions were placed after the graph task and
separated from it by multiple questions on unrelated topics.
Given that the four graph tasks were administered across a
single academic year, most students who completed the
introductory calculus-based sequence would have seen and
completed multiple, and possibly all four, tasks.

C. Experiment 2A and 2B: Examining the impact of a
statement that refutes the incorrect default model

Experiment 2A was designed to test the main working
hypothesis that, for students with an incorrect default model,
providing information that refutes the default model will be
more effective in supporting productive analytical engage-
ment than information that supports a correct model. This
experiment therefore addressed RQ2. In this experiment, we
cast the two-box friction task from Ref. [4] [see Fig. 2(b)] as
a reasoning chain construction task and randomly assigned
the students into treatment and control conditions. Both
conditions utilized the chaining format version of the
friction task, but in the treatment condition, a single element
was added to the list of reasoning elements provided to the
student. This element indicated that “the coefficient of static
friction is not relevant to this problem” and was designed to
call into question student satisfaction with the common,
incorrect default model, thereby promoting cognitive reflec-
tion and productive analytical engagement.
In experiment 2B, we administered the screening ques-

tion (in multiple choice with explanation format) reported
in Ref. [4] and shown in Fig. 2(a) prior to the chaining task.
In contrast to experiments 1A and 1B, the screening
question was placed immediately prior to the chaining
task to replicate earlier studies using this screening or target
pair [4]. The screening question allowed us to test the
hypothesis that presence of relevant mindware is required
for a productive engagement of the analytic process
resulting in the selection of a correct alternate model.
This experiment therefore addressed RQ3. In the experi-
ment, we operationalized the possession of correct mind-
ware as the demonstrated ability to answer the screening
question correctly with correct reasoning.

D. Statistical analysis methods

When comparing control and treatment conditions
throughout this investigation, we performed Fisher’s exact

FIG. 5. Screening questions used to gauge ability to determine
the magnitude of velocity from a position vs time graph. Both
graphs were presented to the student along with the prompt
shown.
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tests to compare answer choice distributions, and we
ascertained the statistical significance and effect size of
our experimental results by examining the associated p
value and Cramer’s V for each test. Fisher’s exact test
determines whether the answer choice distribution from a
control condition is different enough from an answer choice
distribution from a treatment condition that the difference is
unlikely to be due to chance alone and is an appropriate test
because the variable under study (answer choice) is
categorical. Fisher’s exact test is superior to the chi-square
test when N values are lower (such as in some of the
experiments in this article) because it provides an exact
measure of a probability rather than an approximation.
Specifically, in this paper, Fisher’s exact test tests the
hypothesis that observed frequencies of answer choices in
one population come from the same distribution as
observed frequencies of answer choices in another pop-
ulation. If the test returns a p value below 0.05, there is a
less than 5% chance that the distributions are the same. This
threshold p value is assumed to be an indicator below
which the hypothesis is false—the two distributions are
different, implying that the two distributions come from
independent populations. In the context of this work,
finding that two populations (i.e., control and treatment)
are different is interpreted to mean that the treatment
condition altered the state of the students in that condition
such that they are now different than the students in the
control condition—at least for the amount of time it took to
participate in the experiment(s). This last point is important
as the work in this study doesn’t claim to produce long-
lasting effects, but rather in-the-moment changes to the
dynamic process of reasoning.
Our questions have four answer choices: a correct

answer, a common incorrect answer, and two other
incorrect answers that are not as commonly selected. In
this article, we report the full distribution of answer
choices, but for the Fisher’s exact tests we collapsed the
distribution to just correct, common incorrect, and other.
We did this because the common incorrect answers
associated with the salient distracting features are the focus
of this study, so separating these incorrect answers from the
other incorrect answers is of value.
In addition to providing p values, we also report the

effect size (via Cramer’s V) for each test. While Cramer’s V
is typically used to measure the effect size of a chi-square
test, it is also appropriate to use for a Fisher’s exact test
because its computation is not reliant on any specific
hypothesis testing, but rather on the distributions them-
selves. The effect size is an indication of the magnitude of
difference found between the two distributions. What
constitutes a large effect size depends on degrees of
freedom (i.e., the number of answer choices minus one
multiplied by the number of conditions minus 1). For the
tests in this manuscript, there were 2 degrees of freedom, so
an effect size less than 0.07 is considered negligible, an

effect size between 0.07 and 0.2 is classified as small, an
effect size between 0.2 and 0.35 is classified as medium,
and one of 0.35 or higher is classified as large. We also
employ residual analysis to ascertain information about the
nature of the difference between the two distributions.
Residuals are a measure of the deviation of counts in a
category from the expected counts if the distribution of
counts in each condition were the same. Residuals can
therefore provide some evidence regarding which specific
answer choices are different when comparing control to
treatment. A standardized residual greater than 2 (indicat-
ing more than 2 standard deviations from the expected
count) is the typical benchmark for a noteworthy deviation.

V. EXPERIMENTS 1A AND 1B: EXAMINING THE
IMPACT ON STUDENT ANSWERING PATTERNS
OF STATEMENTS THAT SUPPORT A CORRECT
MODEL IN THE CONTEXT OF GRAPH TASKS

Experiments 1A and 1B were designed to test the first
part of the working hypothesis—namely, that information
that supports a correct model is not enough to help students
disengage from an incorrect default model. In testing this
hypothesis, we directly addressed RQ1. These experiments
also tested the corollary that if a default model is not
abandoned, the information would instead be used to
justify the default model, even if that information appears
to an expert to be inconsistent with the default model.

A. Experiment 1A: Using the kinematics graph task
to examine the impact of statements that support

a correct model

In this section, we provide an overview of experiment
1A, describe our predictions, and discuss the results from
the task and accompanying screening questions.

1. Description of experiment 1A

In experiment 1A, we cast the kinematics graph task
[KGT, shown in Fig. 1(b)] as a chaining task, with the
reasoning elements shown in Table I. Four of these
elements (bold text in Table I) can be productive to the
correct line of reasoning. These four elements have an
implicit logical structure. While at first glance, it may
appear that the elements “v ¼ dx=dt,” “the derivative,
dhðrÞ=dr, at a specific point is the slope of the tangent
line of the hðrÞ vs r graph at that point,” and “velocity is
given by the value of the slope of a position vs time graph”
are equivalent and largely interchangeable statements, they
actually constitute a logical argument justifying why the
slope is the velocity: the two elements “v ¼ dx=dt” and
“the derivative[…] is the slope…” combine to imply the
third element. (In this paper these three elements are
collectively called the velocity triad.) We refer to the
element “velocity is given by the value of the slope of a
position vs time graph” as a derived heuristic because it
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represents a chunked knowledge piece [38] that is derived
from two independent principles. While it would be
acceptable to many instructors if students were to simply
use the “slope is velocity” heuristic, all three elements are
needed to provide a logically sound argument. Their
inclusion provided an opportunity to gain additional insight
into the extent to which students reason on the basis of
derived heuristics vs foundational principles.
For this experiment, a between-student design was

employed with the treatment condition corresponding to
the chaining version of the graph task, and the control
condition corresponding to a multiple choice with explan-
ation version of the graph task. Two screening questions
were also administered in multiple choice with explanation
format. The two screening questions, shown in Fig. 5, ask
students to determine the time at which the magnitude of
velocity was the greatest. The screening questions contain
distractors that tend to elicit slope or height confusion and
difficulties in interpreting a negative vs a positive slope. We
considered correct responses to both screening questions to
serve as an indicator of the presence of mindware relevant
for successful reasoning on the graph task.

2. Predictions drawn from working hypothesis

Regarding RQ1 (impact of statements supporting a
correct model on student answering patterns), we hypoth-
esized that students will not abandon a default model unless
there is sufficient reason to question their satisfaction with
that model; and as a corollary, that information supporting a
correct model would be recruited to defend the default
model rather than to abandon it. This hypothesis led to
specific predictions for student behavior in experiment 1A.
The high-salience intersection point typically results in

many students embracing a default, intersection-cued
model, leading to an answer of time B (the time at which
the two graphs intersect). Since no reasoning elements were
provided to the students that explicitly refute this incorrect
default model, we predicted that explicit inclusion of
reasoning elements associated with a correct line of

reasoning will not greatly impact student answering
patterns on the task since it will not preclude students
from endorsing the incorrect default model (prediction 1).
Because the high salience of the intersection point affects

process 1 reasoning and is not necessarily connected with
models based in physics content, we would expect the
default model to be associated with the intersection
regardless of whether or not someone possessed mindware
relevant to obtaining the velocity from a position vs time
graph. Because this mindware will not likely be employed
in the absence of dissatisfaction with the default model, we
also predicted that explicit inclusion of reasoning elements
associated with a correct line of reasoning will not greatly
impact student answering patterns even among those
students who correctly answer both screening questions
(prediction 2).
Finally, because of the satisficing principle, if the default

model is not abandoned, process 2 will likely utilize formal
reasoning to justify the default model—even if that
reasoning is logically flawed or inconsistent with other
reasoning provided by the student elsewhere. Thus, we
predicted that elements productive to the correct line of
reasoning would likely be incorporated into the reasoning
chains in support of the incorrect default model (predic-
tion 3).

3. Analysis of answer choice distributions and discussion

Student answer choice data from the chaining version of
the kinematics graph task (treatment) from a single semes-
ter are shown in Table II, along with data from the multiple
choice with explanation version of the task (control)
administered the same semester. As can be seen in
Table II, there is a statistically significant but small
difference in the answer distribution between treatment
and control (p ¼ 0.025, V ¼ 0.16). On inspection of the
residuals, the percentage of common incorrect answers
remained the same—the residual for time B (the highly
salient intersection point) was −0.3, whereas the residual
for time A was þ2.2 and the residual for time C or never

TABLE I. Reasoning elements provided to the students on the kinematics graph task. Elements productive to the correct line of
reasoning (i.e., elements that support a correct model) are bolded.

Δxt1→t2 ¼
R t2
t1 vðtÞdt

v ¼ dx=dt
the integral,

R
hðrÞdr, is the area under the graph of hðrÞ vs r

the derivative, dhðrÞ=dr, at a specific point is the slope of the tangent line of the hðrÞ vs r graph at that point
velocity is given by the value of the slope of a position vs time graph
displacement is given by the area under a velocity vs time graph
the lines intersect at time B
the slopes are the same at time A
the magnitudes of the velocities are the same at time A
the magnitudes of the velocities are the same at time B
the magnitudes of the velocities are the same at time C
the magnitudes of the velocities are never the same
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was −2.5. This result suggests that the presence of correct,
relevant reasoning elements alone was not enough to
reduce the number of answers focused on the intersection.2

From either a misconceptions or resources perspective,
this result may be explainable but is hard to predict. For
instance, it has been argued that students who select the
intersection in the KGT lack a conceptual understanding of
velocity, are drawing upon incorrect ideas about velocity, or
are cued to construct models around the “same is same”
resource in which the height becomes relevant. By provid-
ing the relevant, correct conceptual elements, one might
predict that the prevalence of correct answers should
increase considerably because students may now draw
upon these elements, which might help them refine their
understanding of velocity, address an incorrect concept, or
redirect the “same is same” resource to the alternate cue
“the slopes are the same at time A.”However, because there
are not well-defined mechanisms for what specific knowl-
edge is constructed or accessed in the moment, no firm
prediction can immediately be made.
Dual-process theories of reasoning, however, make a

firm prediction because they give more definition to the
control mechanisms by which models are chosen for
consideration as well as the conditions under which they
would be abandoned in favor of alternate models. In this
case, an incorrect model based on the intersection point
drew some students to the time B answer. In order for
students to switch away from this default answer, an
analytic intervention would need to be triggered (i.e., a

productive engagement of process 2 associated with cog-
nitive reflection), resulting in a loss of confidence in this
answer. However, the default mental model from process 1
is the entryway into any path of reasoning and thus impacts
the subsequent reasoning process. Since humans tend to be
relatively poor at coming up with and exploring counter-
arguments and often seek to rationalize the default model
(resulting in reasoning biases), the analytic process is more
likely to be engaged in a somewhat superficial manner and
to identify physicslike justifications for the original model
rather than to systematically rule out that model and
ultimately arrive at a different answer. The presence of
correct information alone would therefore not be expected,
for many students, to produce the level of dissatisfaction
required to prompt an in-depth scrutinization of the
incorrect default model and subsequent exploration of
alternate models (consistent with our articulation of pre-
diction 1).

4. Analysis of answer distributions and discussion:
Screening questions

According to prediction 2, we would expect that even
among those students who demonstrate the mindware
needed to obtain the magnitude of velocity from a position
vs time graph on the screening questions, the treatment
condition would likely not yield a large difference in
answer distribution on the KGT despite increased access
to relevant conceptual statements. We would thus expect
that the intersection point would still be a prevalent
incorrect answer among those who have elsewhere dem-
onstrated the requisite mindware.
Overall, student performance on the screening questions

(see Fig. 5) was rather strong. Ninety-six percent of
participants (N ¼ 307) correctly answered screening ques-
tion 1, 83% of students correctly answered screening
question 2, and 82% correctly answered both. It is worth
noting that the screening questions included distractors
consistent with slope-height confusion. In both questions,
time C had the greatest height. This answer was not
prevalent in screening question 1, but it accounted for
17% of student responses to screening question 2. It is
surmised that the particular shape of the graph contributed
to this difference in prevalence of responses indicative of
slope-height confusion, with the sharpness of the curve at
time C in question 2 possibly being more salient than the
smooth curve at time C in question 1. This speculated
difference in salience is also consistent with previous
research on salient distracting features in graphs [19].
For those students who answered both screening ques-

tions correctly, the observed difference in answer distribu-
tion (correct, common incorrect, and other) from control to
treatment was statistically significant with a small effect
size (p ¼ 0.046, V ¼ 0.16). Additionally, 22% of students
in the treatment condition who answered both screening
questions correctly (thereby demonstrating the requisite

TABLE II. Student answer distribution data from two versions
(control and treatment) of the kinematics graph task (KGT)
administered in experiment 1A. The task itself is shown in
Fig. 1(b). There is a small difference in the answer distribution
on the chaining format in comparisonwith themultiple choicewith
explanation format (p ¼ 0.025, V ¼ 0.16). The correct answer
choice is in boldface for reference.

Percentage of total responses

KGT control (MC
with explanation)

KGT treatment
(chaining format)

N 158 149

Time A (correct) 44% 57%
Time B (intersection,
common incorrect)

30% 29%

Time C 1% 0%
Never 24% 14%

2In another study, we used the affordances of the chaining
format to track the dynamics of student reasoning chains as they
were being constructed and found that if a student switched their
answer during the course of constructing a chain, it was away
from time B, not toward it. This suggests that the difference in the
end results shown in Table II is due to switching from “Never” to
“Time A” rather than more complex dynamics.
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mindware, N ¼ 122) ultimately chose time B on the KGT,
which corresponds to the intersection point. Residual
analysis shows that the time A answer choice has a larger
than expected number of counts in the treatment condition
(þ2.39) but that the time B answer choice did not show a
large difference from deviation (residual of−1.13); instead,
the larger residual came from the time C or never choices,
which had a residual of −1.77. This suggests that the
increase in the time A answer choice compared to the
control group primarily came from those who answered
either “time C” or “never.” Taken together, these results are
consistent with the expectations expressed in prediction 2,
namely, that even among those students who demonstrated
the mindware needed to obtain the magnitude of velocity
from a position vs time graph on the screening questions,
access to the relevant concepts and information would not
yield a large change in the answer distributions on the KGT.
The results illustrate how a compelling model arising from
type-1 processing may hinder student ability to access and
leverage the relevant knowledge they possess; indeed,
almost one-quarter of students who demonstrated the
requisite mindware arrived at an answer that was incon-
sistent with that mindware—even when relevant informa-
tion was explicitly provided.

5. Analysis of incorrect reasoning chains on the
kinematics graph task

The chaining format affords students an opportunity to
employ reasoning elements that they might otherwise not
consider using. According to the dual-process framework,
we predicted that such reasoning elements would likely
also be used in conjunction with the incorrect default
answer put forward by process 1, even if the element itself
was inconsistent with the default answer (prediction 3). We
analyzed in detail the reasoning chains constructed by
students in support of the common incorrect answer.
Among those students who selected time B (N ¼ 44) as

their answer, a substantial number (44%) constructed
chains that only included both the reasoning element
“the lines intersect at time B” and the conclusion element

“the magnitudes of the velocities are the same at time B.”
We categorized such chains as being the canonical incorrect
response, illustrated in Fig. 6(a), as the chains were similar
to the kinds of incorrect free-response justifications obse-
rved on this task. Indeed, these chains simply articulated
the salient distracting feature (the intersection) along with
the incorrect answer, with no reference to any physics
concepts.
A larger number of students (56%, N ¼ 44) also used

productive elements inconsistent with their answer in
supporting the common incorrect response. We classified
such responses in the struggle response category as they
seemed indicative of an apparent tension between correct
mindware and an incorrect default model. An example of
such a response is shown in Fig. 6(b). The first three
elements, “velocity is given by the value of the slope of a
position vs time graph, because, and v ¼ dx=dt” are
logically connected in a way that, to an expert, suggests
an understanding of the underlying physics. Indeed, this
student explicitly endorsed correct conceptual information
before abruptly shifting to the incorrect answer associated
with the salient distracting feature.
To study this phenomenon in greater detail, criteria were

developed to gauge the extent to which students who both
chose the intersection (time B) and endorsed productive
elements were demonstrating understanding of the under-
lying physics. The most rigorous criterion required the
student to use two or more of the three elements that
comprise the velocity triad described in Sec. VA 1, as in
Fig. 6(b). In all cases in which a student satisfied this
criterion, it was clear that the student was linking the
elements together logically. Of those students who
answered time B, 7% met this requirement. The second,
more relaxed criterion contends that any student who uses
at least one of the three elements (without using any
irrelevant elements) is endorsing correct conceptual infor-
mation. This is appropriate given that the derived heuristic
element, “velocity is slope,” is commonly the only element
used in supporting a correct answer. It also represents an
idea that is likely to be highly accessible to a student due to
its ubiquity during classroom instruction on kinematics.
Use of this criterion raised the proportion of students who

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. (a) A canonical incorrect response in which a student solely justified the answer on the basis of the observation that the lines
intersect at time B. (b) A response in which a student endorses information more closely associated with the correct line of reasoning in
the process of justifying the common incorrect answer.
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both chose time B and certified correct information to over
55%. We were thus able to generate both lower (7%) and
upper (56%) bounds on the extent to which students who
chose the intersection were demonstrating some level of
understanding of the underlying physics in their chains.
These results indicate a sort of tension between relevant

mindware and an intuitive answer generated by process 1.
Our prediction was that some students who chose time B,
when confronted with improved access to knowledge
relevant to the correct line of reasoning, would incorporate
this contradictory knowledge into a reasoning chain in
support of the common incorrect answer. This prediction
proved to be correct, with up to 56% of students (N ¼ 44)
who chose the common incorrect answer using elements in
their chain that represented reasoning that, to an expert, is
inconsistent with the answer itself.

B. Experiment 1B: Using multiple contexts to examine
the impact of statements that support a correct model

on student answering patterns

Experiment 1B extends the results of experiment 1A
across three additional contexts: potential energy, electric
potential, and magnetic flux.

1. Description of experiment 1B

Based on dual-process theories of reasoning, the inter-
section point on a graph in contexts outside of kinematics
should result in prevalent incorrect responses based on the
same default judgment cued by the intersection point.
Indeed, even in contexts outside of kinematics, process 1
will rely on the salient features of a task when selecting an
initial model. Heckler and Scaife used math graphs,
kinematics graphs, and graphs of electric potential to
demonstrate that processing time had an effect on answer
patterns for questions regarding the slope of a graph
independent of context [6]. While context and content
mediate the effects of domain-general factors, these factors
are still at play. For instance, in Heckler and Scaife’s work,
the effects of processing time were less pronounced in more
familiar contexts but were still present [6]. Likewise, the
working hypothesis of this paper (i.e., that access to
relevant conceptual information would not be sufficient

for most students to abandon an incorrect default model)
should be operative regardless of specific physics content.
To test this hypothesis, three additional chaining tasks

were devised. These tasks were structurally parallel to the
kinematics graph task and were in the contexts of potential
energy, electric potential, and magnetic flux. For each
context, the correct line of reasoning relies on an under-
standing that the desired quantity can be obtained from the
derivative of the graphed quantity, and thus the slopes of the
graphs at the point of interest should be compared. We
constructed screening questions that would indicate the
extent to which the students possessed the ability to
determine the desired quantity from slope in the absence
of the intersection. The reasoning elements provided to the
student in each task were modified to fit the context but
remained isomorphic in their structure. All graph task
prompts, the provided reasoning elements, and the asso-
ciated screening questions are included in the Appendix.
All tasks were administered after relevant course instruc-

tion (i.e., after lecture, lab, recitation instruction as well as
homework questions on the topic, but before exam cover-
age of the topic). Given the contexts associated with these
isomorphic tasks, data were collected in both semesters of
the on-sequence calculus-based introductory physics
sequence. The experimental design was the same as that
used with the kinematics graph task; a between-student
design was employed with the treatment condition corre-
sponding to the chaining version of the graph task, and the
control condition corresponding to a multiple choice with
explanation version of the graph task.

2. Predictions drawn from working hypothesis

Given the similarity in experimental design, we expected
all three predictions (see Sec. VA 2) made for experiment
1A to hold for the isomorphic graph tasks in experiment 1B
as well. The three additional graph tasks, however, could
help us generalize our results from experiment 1A.

3. Analysis of answer distributions and discussion

In this section, we first examine and discuss the general
performance on all graph tasks and then consider the results

TABLE III. Answer distribution comparison between control (multiple choice with explanation) and treatment (chaining format) for
each graph task in experiment 1B. The tasks themselves are shown in the Appendix. †Data collected from the previous year for magnetic
flux task. See Sec. V B 3. The correct answer choice is in boldface for reference.

Kinematics Potential energy Electric potential Magnetic flux†
Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment

N 158 149 80 76 121 97 83 88

Time A (correct) 44% 57% 38% 43% 44% 73% 59% 66%
Time B (intersection) 30% 29% 58% 51% 45% 21% 40% 28%
Time C 1% 0% 0% 1% 3% 1% 0% 5%
Never 24% 14% 5% 4% 8% 5% 1% 1%
(p, V) (0.025, 0.16) (0.75, 0.06) (0.001, 0.30) (0.11, 0.16)
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from the screening questions. The results from all four
isomorphic graph tasks are summarized in Table III.
There is little or no statistically significant difference in

answer distributions on the chaining version in comparison
to that on the multiple choice with explanation version for
two of the three new graph tasks. Residual analysis also
shows that for the potential energy task and the magnetic
flux task, the time B answer does not change considerably.
(The residuals for the time B answer choice were −0.76 for
the potential energy task and −1.57 for the magnetic flux
task, whereas the time B residual was −3.72 for the electric
potential task.) These results, combined with those from the
KGT, suggest that providing increased access to relevant
physics concepts does not greatly reduce the prevalence of
intersection answers. The electric potential graph task was
the one exception, as it exhibited a positive, medium effect-
size difference on the treatment version in comparison to the
control version. We discuss this discrepancy later in this
section.
As a side note, it was not possible to collect truly

analogous multiple choice with explanation data for the
magnetic flux task given a different experiment we were
conducting as part of our broader investigation. As such,
data collected the previous year from both versions (treat-
ment and control) of the isomorphic flux graph task are
included in Table III. However, the results are similar to
those collected for the flux task administered in the same
year as the other three tasks. The results for the magnetic
flux tasks shown in Table IV, however, are drawn from data
collected in the same academic year as the other three tasks.
Chaining format results for those students who answered

both screening questions correctly, thereby demonstrating
that they possess the requisite mindware, are shown in
Table IV. The intersection point remains a common
incorrect answer in all three additional tasks, with around
24% of the students picking time B across all four tasks.
On the electric potential graph task, however, inclusion

of correct reasoning elements does result in a difference in
answer distributions of medium effect size. The impact of

the reasoning elements in this case appears to be content
specific (i.e., somehow related to the topic of electric
potential), but we are unsure of the particular cause.
Electric potential and electric field are easily confused
[39,40], perhaps in a way similar to that of position and
velocity. However, the electric potential-electric field rela-
tionship does not share the same degree of intuitive
knowledge (i.e., “folk physics”) or firsthand experience
as that between position and velocity. One might speculate,
therefore, that students are more likely to turn to the
provided reasoning elements in order to figure out in the
moment how to differentiate electric potential and electric
field and subsequently establish an appropriate relationship
between these two easily confused concepts, leading to
noticeably stronger performance. Still, despite the observed
difference associated with the treatment condition, the
salience of the intersection is still evident in (incorrect)
student response patterns in both the control and (to a
somewhat lesser extent) the treatment versions of the
electric potential graph task. Thus, while the specific
context of electric potential difference appears to strengthen
the impact of the inclusion of correct reasoning elements on
student performance, it was not sufficient to eliminate the
domain-general (or context-independent) intersection
responses. In fact, the lowest prevalence of this answer
was 17%—still a substantial amount.
Through the use of the screening questions, in combi-

nation with the chaining versions of all four isomorphic
graph tasks, we were able to ascertain that the predicted
process 1 default answer was still present and quite
prevalent (17% to 34%) among all four final answer
distributions—even among those who answered both
screening questions correctly and were given the relevant
conceptual information in the chaining task. In other words,
a substantial percentage of students who previously dem-
onstrated the mindware needed to obtain the relevant
quantities from a graph and who were provided with
reasoning elements that might cue them toward a correct
model still answered consistent with a model based on the
salient distracting feature.
The observed response patterns occurred across all four

different contexts and this pattern was also generally true of
students who answered the screening target questions
correctly. This suggests that these patterns are driven by
domain-general reasoning phenomena rather than stem-
ming from either student difficulties with the relevant
concepts and analysis strategies or topic-specific miscon-
ceptions. The observed results may stem from a process 1
response that is not followed up with a productive analytic
intervention; as such, they are a natural consequence of all
reasoning pathways beginning with type-1 processing.

4. Analysis of incorrect reasoning chains:
Cross-task comparison

Because the element structures of each task were
identical, comparison across tasks is possible. To analyze
the reasoning chains of those students who selected the

TABLE IV. Answer distribution data for the isomorphic graph
tasks in chaining format (experiment 1B) for those students who
answered both screening questions correctly. The task themselves
are shown in the Appendix. (Data from magnetic flux graph task
are drawn from the same year as the other three tasks). The
correct answer choice is in boldface for reference.

Kinematics
Potential
energy

Electric
potential

Magnetic
flux

N 122 38 76 90

Time A
(correct)

63% 58% 75% 73%

Time B
(intersection)

22% 34% 17% 22%

Time C 0% 3% 1% 0%
Never 15% 5% 7% 4%
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common incorrect answer, we applied the same criteria
discussed in Sec. VA 5. The results are shown in Table V.
Across all four tasks, there was a tendency for those

students who answered time B on the chaining versions to
endorse elements that were productive to the correct line of
reasoning: between one-quarter and one-half of these stu-
dents endorsed at least one element associated with the
correct line of reasoning. Interestingly, the prevalence of the
“derived heuristic only” category is larger in the kinematics
context compared to the other three tasks. In the three other
contexts, students tended to either include two or three of the
three elements in the analogous velocity triad or use one of
the two independent principles alone. We suspect that this is
related to the nature of instruction on the different topics. The
heuristic of finding thevelocity from the slope of a positionvs
time graph is more common in introductory physics instruc-
tion than, for example, finding the induced EMF from the
slope of a magnetic flux vs time graph; instead, when
teaching flux, the emphasis is typically on the mathematical
relationship from Faraday’s law (i.e., ε ¼ −dΦB=dt).
In summary, analysis of the incorrect reasoning chains

on the isomorphic chaining tasks provided further support
for the prediction that students would likely incorporate
productive reasoning elements into reasoning chains in
support of incorrect answers despite their logical incon-
sistency from the perspective of an expert.

C. Summary

In experiment 1A,we utilized the kinematics graph task to
investigate the working hypothesis that providing improved
access to relevant conceptual information would not cause
most students to abandon an initial incorrectmodel. Avariety
of measures provided evidence for this hypothesis: namely,
comparison of answer distributions between treatment and
control, the lack of a sizable difference in answer distribu-
tions among those judged to have relevant mindware, and an
analysis of incorrect reasoning chains. Analysis of results
from the isomorphic graph tasks employed inExperiment 1B
also supported the proposedmechanisms (from dual-process
theories of reasoning) driving the selection and abandonment
of mental models. These data also established that these
mechanisms are at play in contexts outside of kinematics.
The predictions drawn from the working hypothesis about
student answering patterns and behavior when responding to
reasoning chain construction tasks were thus found to be

applicable not just in context of kinematics, but across four
different physics contexts.

VI. EXPERIMENT 2A AND 2B: EXAMINING THE
IMPACT ON STUDENT ANSWERING PATTERNS

OF A STATEMENT THAT REFUTES AN
INCORRECT DEFAULT MODEL IN THE

CONTEXT OF A FRICTION TASK

Experiments 1A and 1B demonstrated that providing
relevant conceptual information to students did not gen-
erally lead to changes in student answer distributions on
physics graph tasks. This supported the working hypothesis
that an incorrect default model would only be abandoned in
the presence of information that casts doubt upon this
model. In the sections that follow, we discuss experiments
2A and 2B. In experiments 2A and 2B, we provided
information that refutes the default model and explored
whether a productive engagement of the analytic system
leading to a larger change in student answer distributions
occurred. Experiment 2A therefore allowed us to answer
RQ2 (impact of statement that refutes default model). We
also investigated (in experiment 2B) whether this refuta-
tional information affected students differently depending
upon their previously demonstrated mindware, thereby
answering RQ3 (extent to which impact depends on
mindware).

A. Experiment 2A: Refuting the default model

In experiment 2A, students were provided with an
element that was intended to stimulate a more productive
process 2 intervention by promoting cognitive reflection.
Process 2 reasoning often represents an analytic interven-
tion triggered by a low feeling of rightness [31] with the
initial model. It is primarily concerned with evaluating
satisfaction with the initial model. If the feeling of rightness
is strong, the analytic process either may not be engaged
(as there is no red flag to prompt efforts to scrutinize the
default model) or may be engaged only superficially.
To induce a more productive analytic intervention, the
feeling of rightness needs to be lowered to a point where
the default model becomes unsatisfactory such that
increased scrutiny becomes necessary. In experiment 2A,
we attempted to decrease the feeling of rightness in the
context of the chaining format via a relatively modest

TABLE V. Incorrect reasoning chain categories (experiment 2B). Values shown are percentages of those responses
in support of time B. Total number of time B responses is indicated for each task.

N
2 or 3 of 3
productive

1 of 3 productive
(No. with derived heuristic) Canonical Other

Kinematics 43 7% 49% (40%) 44% 0%
Potential energy 39 10% 13% (3%) 64% 13%
Electric potential 20 15% 35% (25%) 30% 20%
Magnetic flux 29 17% 31% (7%) 35% 17%
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intervention; in particular, we inserted a single reasoning
element into the list that explicitly refuted the incorrect
default model.

1. Description of experiment 2A

Experiment 2A utilized the two-box friction task
described in the introduction [see Fig. 2(b) and Ref. [4] ]
cast into the chaining format. In the two-box friction task,
students are asked to compare the magnitudes of the
friction forces on two identical boxes on different surfaces.
The coefficient of friction for each box-surface pair is
indicated on the diagram. These coefficients have empiri-
cally been found to function as a salient distracting feature
for students, resulting in a common incorrect answer based
on reasoning from the coefficients alone [4].
The reasoning elements given to the students in this task

are shown in Table VI. Note that two of the reasoning
elements allow students to define the relationship between
Ffrct andFapp on bothboxes.While everyother element given
to the student contains a true statement, these two elements
may ormay not be true depending onwhat the student fills in.
The treatment group received the chaining version of the
friction task with the element “the coefficients of friction are
not relevant to this problem” included. In this article, we refer
to this element as the analytic intervention element, or AIE,
because it was designed to stimulate a more productive
analytic intervention by reducing the satisfaction with the
model that the coefficients of static friction determine the
relative magnitudes of the static friction forces. This element
was intended to “nudge” students into scrutinizing the
incorrect default model and to encourage them to explore
alternative models. The control group received a chaining
version of the friction task that did not include the AIE.

2. Predictions

In experiment 2A, the chaining format was used for both
the control and the treatment groups. Indeed, we had already
found in experiments 1A and 1B that the chaining format
itself, which includes reasoning elements productive to a
correct line of reasoning, is unlikely to change answering
patterns substantially in comparison to a more standard
multiple choice with explanation format. However, we
expected that the inclusion of the analytic intervention
element would reduce satisfaction with the default model
and would therefore result in a bigger difference between the
treatment and control groups. Thus, our prediction for experi-
ment 2Awas that therewould be a difference in the answering
distributions between the treatment and control conditions.

3. Analysis of answer distributions and discussion

Student answer distributions from both versions (control
and treatment) are shown in Table VII. The data were col-
lected in two different semesters (both on- and off-sequence)
of the introductory calculus-based mechanics course.
While the overall performance in the on-sequence and

off-sequence courses differed substantively, in both trials
there was a statistically significant, medium-effect-size
difference in answer distributions for the treatment con-
dition with respect to the control condition. This suggests
that the AIE had an impact on the answer distributions.
The overall performance difference between the on- and

off-sequence courses may stem from some combination of
differences in instruction (e.g., the on-sequence course
implemented Tutorials in Introductory Physics [37] with
high fidelity, while the off-sequence course did not) and
differences in participation rates and participation incentives
among the two courses. The absolute performance difference

TABLE VI. Reasoning elements provided to the students on the chaining version of the two-box friction task [see
Fig. 2(b)]. Elements productive to the correct line of reasoning are bolded. The final two elements had a text box in
which students could indicate whether the friction force was greater than, less than, or equal to the applied force for
each box, and students were given special instructions on how to use these text boxes. The analytic intervention
element, which was present only in the treatment condition, is indicated by an asterisk.

Fnet ¼ ma
Both boxes have the same mass
The tension force on box A is equal to the tension force on box B
Both boxes remain at rest
Coefficient of friction for A is smaller than the coefficient of friction for B
Both boxes have the same weight
The normal force on box A is equal to the normal force on box B
Neither box is accelerating
The horizontal forces are balanced
The vertical forces are balanced
The net force on both boxes is zero
The friction force and the applied force are the only horizontal forces acting on the box
The coefficient of static friction is not relevant to this problem*
Ffrct onA is [insert relationship here] FapponA

Ffrct onB is [insert relationship here] FapponB
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between on sequence and off sequencewas of less interest to
our investigation than the differences in answer distributions
between treatment and control. However, it is worth men-
tioning that residual analysis of the on-sequence data shows
elevated counts in the correct answer for the treatment
condition (þ3.16 for “equal,” −2.03 for “less than,” and
−2.42 for “greater than” or ”not enough info”) while residual
analysis of the off-sequence data shows less of a difference in
correct answering for the treatment condition (1.38 for
“equal”, −2.36 for “less than”, and 1.92 for “greater
than”/“not enough info”). These differences in the residuals
may relate to the interaction of theAIEwith the baseline level
of understanding between the two groups; this idea is further
addressed in experiment 2B.
Table VII demonstrates that the AIE impacted student

answering patterns regardless of the baseline level of under-
standing (indicated by the performance of the control group
from each population). Although differences in performance
between the on-sequence and off-sequence groups suggest
differences between these two populations, theAIE produced
a medium effect-size difference in answer distributions in
both groups,with elevated counts for the correct answer in the
treatment condition. The fact that we observed a difference in
answer distributions in both courses provides further evidence
for the generalizability of our results.

4. Analysis of reasoning chains

In our investigation, we examined the reasoning chains
constructed by those students in both conditions and
categorized them according to a set of criteria described
below. Ambiguous responses were discussed by two or
more of us until agreement was reached. In this section, we
describe these categories and discuss their prevalence,
which is indicated in Table VIII.

Most students’ correct responses contained chains that
clearly indicated correct reasoning (more than 65% of
correct responses in all trials). Generally, these responses
included an indication of Newton’s 2nd law being used to
determine that the horizontal forces are balanced on both
boxes. An example is given below:

“both boxes have the same mass / and / the normal force
on box A is equal to the normal force on box B / so /
because / Fnet ¼ ma / and / both boxes remain at rest /
the horizontal forces are balanced / and / the net force
on both boxes is zero / because / the friction force and
the applied force are the only horizontal forces acting
on the box / Ffrct onA is equal to Ffrct onB”

Other correct response chains from students were
ambiguous; they could easily be seen as indicating correct

TABLE VII. Student answer distributions on both versions (control and treatment) of the chaining version of the
two-box friction task (experiment 2A). The task itself is shown in Fig. 2(b). The correct answer choice is in boldface
for reference.

On sequence Off sequence

Control Treatment Control Treatment

N: 119 120 64 66

Ffrct onA ¼ Ffrct onB (correct) 55% 74% 27% 38%
Ffrct onA < Ffrct onB (common incorrect) 35% 23% 70% 50%
Ffrct onA > Ffrct onB 10% 2% 3% 12%
Not enough info 0% 1% 0% 0%

p ¼ 0.003, V ¼ 0.22 p ¼ 0.04, V ¼ 0.23

TABLE VIII. Comparison of reasoning chain categories in experiment 2A for on-sequence and off-sequence
courses. Percentages shown represent percentage of students in the respective column. (In the text, percentages of
correct or incorrect responses were reported for ease of discussion).

On sequence Off sequence

Target question Control Treatment Control Treatment

N 119 120 64 66

Correct w/ correct reasoning 44% (52) 58% (69) 17% (11) 26% (17)
Ambiguous correct reasoning 7% (8) 8% (9) 3% (2) 9% (6)
Other correct 1% (1) 2% (2) 0% (0) 3% (2)
No reasoning given 3% (4) 8% (9) 6% (4) 0% (0)
Canonical incorrect reasoning 20% (24) 14% (17) 31% (20) 29% (19)
Conceptual difficulty incorrect reasoning 6% (7) 4% (5) 22% (14) 14% (9)
Struggle reasoning 2% (2) 3% (3) 6% (4) 5% (3)
Other incorrect 3% (3) 0% (0) 2% (1) 2% (1)
No reasoning given 15% (18) 5% (6) 13% (8) 14% (9)
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reasoning but could also possibly be interpreted as ration-
alization based on the features of the problem that are
equal. For example, one student responded as follows:

“Ffrct onA is equal to Ffrct onB / because / both boxes
remain at rest / and / the tension force on box A is equal
to the tension force on box B”

Incorrect reasoning chains were also classified into
several common categories. The most prevalent of these
categories is represented by the following chain:

“both boxes have the same mass / but / coefficient of
friction for A is smaller than the coefficient of friction for
B / so / Ffrct onA is less than Ffrct onB”

This student responded with a “canonical” incorrect
answer—an answer that primarily relies on a direct
judgment based on the coefficients of friction or the
equation f ¼ μN without reference to other physics prin-
ciples. Around half of the incorrect responses (between
43% and 55%) fell into this category in each semester, in
both treatment and control conditions.
Other incorrect responses utilized the coefficient reason-

ing but included other pieces of relevant information such
as the observation that the boxes remained at rest. For
example, one student argued:

“both boxes have the same weight / and / the normal
force on box A is equal to the normal force on box B /
but / neither box is accelerating / because / both boxes
remain at rest /and / coefficient of friction for A is
smaller than the coefficient of friction for B / therefore /
Ffrct onA is less than Ffrct onB”

This response seems to be consistent with an incorrect
conception in which friction is greater than the applied
force until the applied force is big enough to overcome that
friction force. Thus, the friction forces can differ from one
another but still be larger than the applied force, thereby
leading to both boxes remaining at rest. Here, the student
did not appear to answer purely based on the coefficients
alone but tried to reconcile the coefficient reasoning with
other knowledge about forces. The student likely had some
form of process 2 engagement, although one that resulted in
an erroneous justification possibly serving to rationalize a
default answer. We called this category “Conceptual
Difficulty Incorrect Reasoning.”
Other students gave responses similar to the following:

“the normal force on box A is equal to the normal force
on box B / and / both boxes have the same weight / but /
coefficient of friction for A is smaller than the coefficient
of friction for B / so / Custom: “B needs more force to
move” / but / Custom: “since neither of them moved” /
the horizontal forces are balanced / and / neither box is

accelerating / and / the net force on both boxes is zero /
therefore / both boxes remain at rest / but / Custom:
“since the coefficient of friction for B is greater” /
Ffrct onA is less than Ffrct onB”

This response shows a student who appeared to struggle
between a desire to incorporate correct knowledge and a
desire to hold fast to a strong default model, similar to the
incorrect responses we saw on the isomorphic graph tasks.
In virtually every case, such responses made use of the
element “the horizontal forces are balanced” along with
accompanying information about Newton’s 2nd law. These
responses, however, were much less prevalent (<10% of
incorrect responses in the on-sequence course, and <10%
for the off-sequence course) for the two-box friction task in
the two semesters in which experiment 2A was imple-
mented than they were for the graph tasks. Hence, we did
not attempt to establish and evaluate such responses
according to rigorous criteria in order to determine upper
and lower bounds on the extent to which this type of
struggle was occurring for students; instead, we opted to
identify them as we would other reasoning categories via
consensus among us.
Overall, the findings from our analysis of the incorrect

responses are consistent with dual-process theories of
reasoning. In the context of our framework, those who
are attracted to the salient distracting feature (the coeffi-
cients) likely have a strong feeling of rightness in a model
of friction associated with the coefficients, resulting in a
low motivation to search for alternate models. The most
prevalent reasoning chains leading to an incorrect answer
among all students was the canonical category, with no
indication of any reflection on the answer beyond a single
model built around the coefficients. There is also an
interesting interaction with baseline level of understanding
as indicated by the greater prevalence of responses in the
conceptual difficulty category in the off-sequence
responses; this interaction was explored in greater detail
in experiment 2B.

B. Experiment 2B: Testing the effect of mindware

In our working hypothesis, we stated that a productive
analytic intervention would require both some level of
dissatisfaction with the incorrect default model as well as
the mindware necessary for a correct model. In experiment
2A, it was demonstrated that an element that confronted
student satisfaction with the incorrect default model suc-
cessfully altered answering patterns on the two-box friction
task, with elevated counts for the correct answer in the
treatment condition. In experiment 2B, we modified experi-
ment 2A to test the full extent of the working hypothesis
with a focus on the need for mindware supporting a correct
model. Experiment 2B therefore enabled us to answer RQ3
(extent to which impact depends on relevant mindware).
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1. Description of experiment 2B

To gauge the effect of having the requisite mindware for
a correct model, we repeated experiment 2A with a single
modification: the screening question originally used before
the two-box friction task by Kryjevskaia et al. [4] was
administered to students in both conditions immediately
before they were given the chaining version of the two-box
friction task.3 We thus operationalized student possession
of the requisite mindware as answering the screening
question correctly with a correct explanation. This allowed
us to probe the impact of the analytic intervention element
on students who did and did not possess the requisite
mindware by controlling for performance on the screening
question.

2. Predictions

We expected that a difference in answering patterns
would be more likely to occur for those students who
possessed the relevant mindware necessary to replace the
default model with something more satisfactory. Without
such mindware, the default model would likely be ratified
by process 2 because of its initial salience and associated
feeling of rightness [41–43]. Thus, our prediction for
experiment 2B was that any shift caused by the analytic
intervention element would primarily manifest itself in the
responses of those students who answered the screening
question correctly.

3. Analysis of answer distributions and discussion

Results are shown in Table IX. Among students who
demonstrated appropriate mindware, there is a significant
difference, with a large effect size, in the answer distribu-
tions between students in the treatment group and those in
the control group (p ¼ 0.001, V ¼ 0.39). Residual analysis
indicates the difference is due to a deviation from expected

counts in the common incorrect (−3.36) and the correct
(þ3.04) answer choices. (The residual for the other
category was 1.02.) Among students who did not demon-
strate appropriate mindware, answer distributions on the
two-block friction question were virtually indistinguishable
between treatment and control groups (p ¼ 1, V ¼ 0.025).
These findings therefore support our original prediction. By
and large, students who demonstrated that they possessed
the relevant mindware and had access to the AIE answered
the target question correctly. Those students who did not
demonstrate that they possessed the relevant mindware, on
the other hand, did not gain any benefit from the AIE, as
predicted by dual-process theories of reasoning.
Consistent with previously published research on this

task [4], many students responded correctly on the screen-
ing question but went on to answer the target question
incorrectly when the AIE was not present. These results
suggest that some students who had the requisite mindware
available to them may have been prevented from applying
that knowledge on the target question because of a strong
feeling of rightness associated with an incorrect default
model cued by the salient distracting feature. When this
feeling of rightness was challenged by the AIE, such
students may have been able to engage in cognitive
reflection and arrive at a correct answer using the appro-
priate mindware. However, students who did not have the
requisite mindware available to them were unaffected by
the AIE because they did not have the mindware necessary
to replace the default model with a more satisfactory
alternative model.

4. Analysis of reasoning chains

Table X gives a breakdown of reasoning chains for the
target question while controlling for performance on the
screening question. Each response was categorized based
on the nature of the reasoning presented using the catego-
ries described in Sec. VI A 4. In general, a similar pattern
emerges as was seen in experiment 2A: most correct
answers were accompanied by correct reasoning, and about
half of the students who chose the common incorrect
answer employed reasoning that only references the single

TABLE IX. Response data for the two-box friction task separated into control (no AIE) and treatment (with AIE)
groups while controlling for performance on the screening question (experiment 2B). The task itself is shown
in Fig. 2(b). The correct answer choice is in boldface for reference.

Screening correct (with correct reasoning) Screening incorrect

Control Treatment Control Treatment

N: 40 39 41 46

Ffrct onA ¼ Ffrct onB (correct) 60% 90% 39% 41%
Ffrct onA < Ffrct onB (common incorrect) 40% 8% 56% 54%
Ffrct onA > Ffrct onB 0% 2% 3% 5%
Not enough info 0% 0% 2% 0%

p ¼ 0.001, V ¼ 0.39 p ¼ 1, V ¼ 0.025

3Unlike in experiments 1A and 1B, the screening question was
placed immediately before the target question in part to replicate
the way the screening-target pair had been administered in free-
response format by Kryjevskaia et al. [4].
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model based on the coefficients (canonical incorrect).
However, when controlling for performance on the screen-
ing question, a new pattern emerges. Using a 7 × 2 Fisher’s
exact test to compare the treatment and control conditions,
it is seen that for the screening-correct population, the
prevalence of reasoning categories is statistically different
(p ¼ 0.001).4 Furthermore, examining the residuals reveals
that the prevalence of correct reasoning has higher than
expected counts in the treatment condition (residual was
þ3.00), while the canonical and struggle reasoning cat-
egories have lower than expected counts (residuals of
−2.44 and −2.28, respectively). For the screening incorrect
population, a 7 × 2 Fisher’s exact test reveals no difference
between the two conditions (control and treatment,
p ¼ 0.20, V ¼ 0.31). However, residual analysis shows
that the struggle category has lower than expected counts in
the treatment condition (residual −2.44).
These results are consistent with a dual-process perspec-

tive of the reasoning dynamics. The AIE is expected to
refute the common incorrect default model that cues the
canonical reasoning. Those students who have the relevant
mindware (i.e., the ability to construct a correct reasoning
chain if not cued on an incorrect model) and are prohibited
from using it by an incorrect default model would be
expected to be most helped by the AIE. It is of note,
therefore, that based on the residuals, the canonical and
struggle categories show the most decrease in prevalence in
the screening correct population, and that the conceptual
difficulty category did not seem to change in the presence
of the AIE. Those students who have an incorrect default
model cued by the SDF and also possess correct mindware
(whether or not they explicitly struggle in reconciling the
two or not) need only to have their feeling of rightness in
that model diminish before they would be able to replace
the default model with the correct model and assemble the

correct reasoning. This might also explain why, in the
screening incorrect condition, those who have incorrect or
incomplete mindware may have a diminished feeling of
rightness but be unable to pivot towards correct reasoning,
opting instead to reconcile their incorrect default model
with other incorrect conceptual knowledge.
Students in the control condition who used correct

reasoning on the screening question and responded to
the target question incorrectly with chains that fell into
the canonical incorrect category or the struggle incorrect
category were likely inhibited from using the requisite
mindware due to the cueing of an incorrect default model
by process 1. We argue that if these students had access to
the AIE in their reasoning elements, they may have
engaged in cognitive reflection and overcome the initial
feeling of rightness in this incorrect default model, ulti-
mately responding with correct reasoning after a productive
process 2 intervention.

C. Summary

In experiments 2A and 2B, we utilized the two-box
friction task to investigate the working hypothesis that
presenting students with information that refutes an incor-
rect default model would cause more students to abandon
that model. The comparison of the prevalence of common
incorrect answers between control and treatment groups
shows that the presence of the AIE reduced the number of
common incorrect answers. Additionally, experiment 2B
tested the second part of the working hypothesis that those
students who possessed relevant mindware would be
differentially impacted by statements that refute the default
model. This prediction also proved to be correct—in
experiment 2B, those students who answered the screening
question correctly seem to be positively impacted by the
AIE to a greater degree than those who answered the
screening question incorrectly. This was seen not only in
prevalence of correct or incorrect answers, but also in the
nature of the reasoning chains presented by students in
defense of their answers.

TABLE X. Comparison of reasoning chains in experiment 2B controlling for performance on the screening
question shown in Fig. 2(a). Percentages shown represent percentage of students in the respective column.

Screening correct (with correct reasoning) Screening incorrect

Target question Control Treatment Control Treatment

N 40 39 41 46

Correct w/ correct reasoning 50% (20) 82% (32) 17% (7) 24% (11)
Ambiguous correct reasoning 10% (4) 8% (3) 20% (8) 13% (6)
Other correct 0% (0) 0% (0) 2% (1) 4% (2)
Canonical incorrect reasoning 20% (8) 3% (1) 34% (14) 35% (16)
Conceptual difficulty incorrect reasoning 8% (3) 5% (2) 5% (2) 13% (6)
Struggle reasoning 13% (5) 0% (0) 12% (5) 0% (0)
Other incorrect 0% (0) 3% (1) 10% (4) 11% (5)

4An effect size was unable to be calculated due to the “other
correct” category having zero counts in both the comparison
conditions. However, removing that category, the effect size
would have been V ¼ 0.42.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

The overarching aim of this investigation was to study
the extent to which dual-process theories of reasoning
could account for reasoning phenomena on qualitative
physics questions using a new methodology involving
reasoning chain construction tasks. In particular, we drew
upon dual-process theories of reasoning to make and test
predictions about student behavior on these chaining tasks.
From Evans’ heuristic-analytic theory, we developed a
working hypothesis that students would be unlikely to shift
away from an incorrect default model generated by process
1 unless they were provided with information that explicitly
challenges satisfaction with that model and possessed the
relevant correct conceptual knowledge (mindware). Two
sets of experiments built on the chaining task methodology
were devised to test this hypothesis. In the first, students
were given graph tasks with a known salient distracting
feature [the intersection point, see Fig. 1(b)] which had
been cast into a chaining format; the reasoning elements in
the chaining task version of the graph task functioned to
give students increased access to relevant conceptual
information, thus testing whether or not this improved
access would be sufficient to impact student answering
patterns. In the second set of experiments, we gave students
access to information (via the analytic intervention element,
or AIE) that could challenge a common incorrect default
model about static friction in order to determine whether
the presence of this information impacts student answering
patterns. We also used a screening question to examine the
extent to which the impact of the AIE depended on whether
or not students possessed mindware supporting a cor-
rect model.
The first set of experiments demonstrated that, in the

presence of a salient distracting feature, providing
increased access to relevant, correct information does not
substantially alter student response patterns. Experiment
1A showed this in the context of a kinematics question and
illustrated that information that an expert would consider
correct and relevant to the correct response was used by
many students to justify an incorrect (and therefore incon-
sistent) answer. In experiment 1B, the results were repro-
duced in two other content domains.
The second set of experiments demonstrate that a large

difference in answering patterns could in fact be realized by
providing access to information that could challenge a
common incorrect default model cued by a salient dis-
tracting feature. In addition, it was also revealed that this
effect was limited to students who had previously demon-
strated relevant mindware.
The results from all experiments provide support for the

use of dual-process theories as a mechanistic framework for
making and testing predictions about student responses and
behavior—particularly about which models are selected
and why some are abandoned.

This work also has some broader implications related to
the interplay between conceptual understanding and rea-
soning skills. Indeed, our research strongly suggests that, as
outlined by dual-process theories of reasoning, process 1
serves as the entry point to any reasoning pathway. As a
result, both the nature of the default model generated by
process 1 and the way in which students subsequently
interact with that model (e.g., using it to reason or
evaluating its appropriateness) can strongly impact student
responses. In our investigation, we found evidence that
those students who possess the relevant mindware to
answer a problem correctly may not use that mindware
due, in part, to a failure to adequately scrutinize an
intuitively appealing default model from process 1.
Given that these students demonstrated that they possessed
relevant mindware that could both be used to refute the
default model and to assist with the generation of a new,
normative model, our work suggests that either they may
not have fully developed the skill to critically reflect on an
intuitive model cued by process 1 (i.e., engage in cognitive
reflection), or they may not have incorporated the practice
of cognitive reflection into reasoning in physics. One could
employ the cognitive reflection test developed by Frederick
[33] to measure a student’s propensity for cognitive
reflection and, using that measure, further investigate
whether students who were successful in the control
condition demonstrated stronger cognitive reflection skills
and how cognitive reflection skills interacted with the
impact of the provided reasoning elements, but this is
beyond the scope of the current investigation. Here, we
argue that cognitive reflection productive type 2 processing
may be cued, regardless of disposition, by information
refuting a default model. Moreover, our results suggest that
the AIE, which was designed to promote cognitive reflec-
tion, had no impact on students who did not possess the
relevant mindware in experiment 2B. Thus, it is quite likely
that students need a certain base level of mindware
pertaining to a topic before being able to fully and
productively employ cognitive reflection and type 2
processing in order to arrive at a normative response.
It is clear from the current investigation (and others

reported in the literature) that domain-general reasoning
skills affect the process of content-specific reasoning, and
that physics instructors should attend to the development of
both domain-general reasoning skills and content-specific
mindware if improved performance is a goal. More work is
needed to characterize with greater resolving power the
interplay between both factors in order to provide detailed
research-based approaches for supporting reasoning skills
and conceptual understanding in a more integrated fashion.
Indeed, probing the impact of domain-general cognitive
reflection skills on student reasoning and performance in
physics has been the focus of recent and ongoing work by
our research team (see, for example, Refs. [44,45]). Given
the nature of our current findings, however, it is important
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for instructors to recognize that poor performance on a
specific physics task may not be indicative of a lack of
relevant conceptual understanding (or mindware) and may,
in some cases, be attributed to domain-general reasoning
phenomena and students’ reasoning skills (including, for
example, their cognitive reflection skills). Thus, we rec-
ommend that instructors use suites of questions targeting a
given topic and be mindful of whether or not a given
question contains a likely salient distracting feature. In
addition, it may be beneficial for instructors to discuss the
dual nature of human reasoning explicitly and to encourage
students to scrutinize first-available mental models, par-
ticularly those that do not seem to be rooted in physics
concepts, and to check them against relevant physics
concepts and laws (e.g., Newton’s 2nd law).
The successful leveraging of dual-process mechanisms

in this work suggests a possible pathway to develop the
skills needed to overcome an incorrect default model cued
by a salient distracting feature. To be clear, the current work
does not demonstrate or investigate long-term changes in
the performance of students who were given the AIE,
though we recognize the importance of such long-term
studies. Instead, it demonstrates the efficacy of an in-the-
moment intervention. Giving students access to informa-
tion that could challenge the default model apparently
caused students to scrutinize the default model and to
explore and evaluate other relevant physics models during
the time period in which they were answering the two-box
friction task. If this scaffolded prompting to search for other
models could be repeated on many tasks with salient
distracting features over a period of one or two semesters,
students may begin to internalize a prompt to reflect on
intuitive (process 1) answers. While this scaffolding could
be provided directly by a line of questioning on a specific
tutorial worksheet, it may also be the case that more
“hidden” scaffolding (e.g., that provided by the AIE) could
be more effective in that, by interacting with the AIE,
students are recognizing and modifying their answers
without explicitly being prompted to do so. At some point,
however, we suspect that students should be explicitly
instructed about the impact of salient distracting features on
student reasoning and how engaging in cognitive reflection
and searching for alternate answers can improve decision-
making when these features are present. Based on the
present work, we do not believe (and definitely do not

claim) that a single intervention would be sufficient to
prevent students from making similar mistakes on similar
question in the future (for which intervention elements are
not provided). One could imagine, however, that it might be
productive to have students reflect systematically on their
interaction with an AIE after a specific task is completed.
We suspect that instruction of this sort may aid students in
developing the reflective skills necessary to effectively
navigate qualitative physics questions with salient distract-
ing features. More research, of course, is needed to gain
insight into the effectiveness of specific pedagogical
approaches.
Finally, we argue that this investigation has illustrated

the power of reasoning chain construction tasks in explor-
ing the kinds of domain-general reasoning phenomena
predicted by dual-process theories of reasoning. Indeed, the
mechanisms put forward by these theories can be used to
make and test predictions about patterns in student
responses, and chaining tasks can readily be manipulated
to isolate, to the extent possible, specific mechanisms. We
anticipate that the results of studies such as the one
reported in this paper, which employ novel methodologies
combined with the dual-process framework, can be lever-
aged to improve the learning and teaching of physics more
broadly.
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APPENDIX: ISOMORPHIC GRAPH TASKS

The task statements, reasoning elements, and screening questions for the four isomorphic graph task questions are
included here for reference.

A. Task statements

FIG. 7. Tasks statements from the four isomorphic graph tasks used in the study.
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B. Reasoning elements provided

FIG. 8. List of reasoning elements provided for each of the four isomorphic graph tasks.
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